The conflict (struggle, problem) I face in my story is:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________.

My story will be told in: _____ First-person perspective (I tell my story)
_____________________________________________________________________.
_____________________________________________________________________.

Paragraph 1: Describe the Setting (Use rich, vivid sensory details). DO NOT TELL ABOUT ANY EVENTS YET!

What do you... 

See?

Hear?

Smell?

Taste?

Touch?

Paragraph 2: Describe the main character AND give insight to the actions the character will take in your essay. DO NOT TELL ABOUT ANY EVENTS YET!

Personality Traits:

Physical Description:

Show through thoughts and actions how character perceives himself/herself:

Show through thoughts and actions how others perceive character:
Paragraph 3: Plot (Beginning, describe the conflict, begin the action)
What happens? Use sensory details when describing the action/events.

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

Paragraph 4: Plot (Middle, describe complications, continue action of story)
What happens? Use sensory details!

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

Paragraph 5: Plot (Climax and Resolution)
What happens? Use sensory details!

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

What lesson does the main character learn?